Single mutations frequently alter several aspects of cell behavior but it is often not clear whether a particular statistically significant change is biologically significant. To determine which behavioral changes are most important for multicellular self-organization, we devised a new methodology using Myxococcus xanthus as a model system. During development, myxobacteria coordinate their movement to aggregate into spore-filled fruiting bodies. We investigate how aggregation is restored in two mutants, csgA and pilC, that cannot aggregate unless mixed with wild type (WT) cells. To this end, we use cell tracking to follow movement of fluorescently labeled cells in combination with data-driven agent-based modeling. The results indicate that just like WT cells, both mutants bias their movement toward aggregates and reduce motility inside aggregates. However, several aspects of mutant behavior remain uncorrected by WT demonstrating that perfect recreation of WT behavior is unnecessary. In fact, synergies between errant behaviors can make aggregation robust.
Introduction

1
Development is one example of multiscale emergent behavior in which molecular 2 interactions between cells allow self-organization into multicellular patterns. One of the 3 most remarkable features of all types of development is how robust it is in the face of 4 genetic and environmental perturbations, suggesting that backup systems are in 5 place [27] . While molecular genetics has identified mutations that impede multicellular 6 development, even single mutations create downstream effects that influence multiple 7 aspects of cell behavior and physiology. It is frequently difficult to ascertain which of 8 the behavioral changes are deleterious to development and which can be tolerated. Here 9 we develop a new approach that leverages data-driven modeling to determine whether a 10 statistically significant trend in cell behavior results in biologically significant alteration 11 of the multicellular program. We demonstrate this approach by focusing on full or 12 partial rescue of the mutants during multicellular development of Myxococcus xanthus 13 
biofilms.
14 Myxococcus xanthus is a rod-shaped member of the delta-Protobacteria with a 15 lifecycle centered around surface motility of cells in a biofilm. M. xanthus has evolved 16 
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multiple social mechanisms such as S-motility [11] and C-signaling [5, 17, 26 ] to achieve 17 coordinated group behaviors such as predation [25] , rippling [3, 12, 28] and 18 development [28, 35] . Upon amino acid limitation, M. xanthus cells move into 19 three-dimensional aggregates called fruiting bodies where they sporulate [14, 18, 23] . 20 Recent studies based on cell tracking have provided unprecedented detail of cell 21 movement during development [7] . In combination with mathematical modeling, these 22 datasets unambiguously identified individual cell behaviors that are essential for 23 aggregation [7, 34] . These behaviors include reduced movement inside the aggregate and 24 a bias in directed movement toward the aggregation centers, likely via chemotaxis [34] . 25 This methodology provides an unprecedented window into developmental behavior that 26 is presently difficult to realize in larger organisms with thicker tissues or longer cell 27 migration routes, such as the vertebrate neural crest or in disease states such as tumor 28 metastases. 29 In this work we examined reciprocal interactions between WT cells mixed with 30 non-developing mutants. More so than other bacteria, M. xanthus cell growth and 31 development depends on neighboring cells, diffusing molecules, and the surrounding 32 biotic and abiotic environment. To determine the factors that contribute to 33 developmental robustness we employed conditional mutants that were unable to develop 34 on their own, but will develop when mixed with WT cells. It is expected that the 35 mutants respond to at least some of the conditions established by WT cells in the field 36 of developing cells. The extent of the response is expected to reveal signaling and 37 sensory transduction pathways that are essential for WT development and are defective 38 in the mutants.
39
The extent of WT rescue of two mutants is examined in this work. The first of these, 40 a mutation in the pilC gene, interrupt pilus expression [30] which eliminates S-motility, 41 one of the two motility systems in M. xanthus [20, 22] .Aggregation can occur with the aggregate [1, 2] . As shown in this work, pilC mutants cannot aggregate on their own but 48 improve when mixed with wild-type cells. The second mutation is the deletion of the 49 csgA gene. Deletion of csgA inhibits production of one or more intercellular signals that 50 are required for aggregation and sporulation [10] . While csgA cells do not form fruiting 51 bodies on their own [28] , they respond much more completely to a WT cell 52 developmental field than pilC [19] . Although much is known about M. xanthus 53 aggregation [19, 28, 29, 33] , few quantitative data sets describe mutant cell movement 54 during aggregation and the mechanism of their rescue.
55
To identify motility behaviors affecting mutant cell aggregation, we extended our 56 previously developed approach that combines individual cell tracking with simulations 57 driven by the accumulated cell behavior data [7] . Directly applying experimental cell 58 data to simulations allowed us to fully investigate the effect of each change in the 59 mutant motility behavior on their aggregation. The results demonstrate that the WT 60 developmental field is robust enough to nearly completely restore csgA development. By 61 comparison, the pilC mutant has two striking sensory deficits that diminish its ability 62 to accumulate inside the fruiting bodies. By exchanging particular aspects of cell 63 behavior between WT and mutant cells, our agent-based modeling was able to pinpoint 64 specific differences in cell behavior that are most biologically significant. aggregates in each frame corresponding to time (t) divided by the field of view area.
97
The results ( Figure 2A ) indicate that aggregation of WT mixed with pilC cells is 98 slightly slower than WT aggregation (dataset from [7] . To quantify single-cell behaviors, the cell trajectories were discretized into segments 141 using the same method as in [7] . and direction relative to aggregates.
157
To study the relationship between run vector properties and distance to aggregates, 158 we divided the run vectors into 2 groups: those inside aggregates and those outside.
159
Then we calculated the mean duration and speed for the persistent and non-persistent 160 state in each group (Figure 4) . We find that both WT and mutant cells mixed with WT 161 cells display a traffic-jam effect since they all have shorter persistent run durations and 162 longer non-persistent run durations inside aggregates ( Figure 4BD ). To quantify the 163 bias in run duration, we divided the run vectors into 2 groups: those running towards 164 aggregates and those running away. Then we define the bias ratio by duration of all cells. Figure 4C shows that each mutant mixed with WT cells has a bias 168 ratio greater than 0, though both are less than WT. Figure 4D ). Moreover, csgA cells increase their probability of 187 transitioning to the non-persistent state when inside the aggregates. However, the 188 difference of this probability between inside and outside the aggregates of csgA cells is 189 smaller than that of WT cells ( Figure 4E ). All of the above behaviors reduce motility of 190 csgA cells inside the aggregates, likely creating a WT-like traffic-jam effect.
191
In comparison with pilC cells (Figure 4 ), csgA cells likely have a stronger traffic jam 192 effect due to a more pronounced reduction in speed and persistent run duration inside 193 the aggregates. On the other hand, their traffic-jam effect is expected to be weaker than 194 WT due to reduced differences in non-persistent duration and probability between inside 195 and outside. The csgA cells also have a stronger bias than pilC, but weaker than WT 
202
To more stringently test the effect of cell behaviors on aggregation, we extended the 203 data-driven model approach used in our previous work [7] we only use WT agent density to detect aggregates. This way, WT agents affect the 210 behavior of mutant agents but not vice versa. At each time step, the WT density profile 211 is estimated from the WT agent positions by kernel density estimation (KDE) [4] and 212 the aggregates were then detected from the density profile. Thereafter, we pick agent 213 behaviors and move agents accordingly. Each simulation was run for 5 hours, after 214 which we calculated the aggregation rate P (t) as we did for the experiment. Simulations 215 containing csgA agents mixed with WT agents display an aggregation rate similar to 216 that of WT agents, whereas simulations with pilC agents exhibit much weaker 217 aggregation ( Figure 3B ). Comparing the results of these simulations to the experimental 218 measurements ( Figure 3A) , we concluded that the model can reproduce the aggregation 219 dynamics for WT and each mutant cell mixture with WT. In other words, dependences 220 (correlations) included in the sampling of agent behavior contain sufficient information 221 to recapture observed aggregation dynamics. 222 Figure 5 . Identification of key cell behaviors that drive mutant strain aggregation. Simulation results of pilC (A,D), csgA (B,E) and WT (C,F) based on the experimental data (quantified as P (t), Eq. 1) on y-axis). Blue line and shaded areas are the simulation results under normal conditions. Black lines represent simulations where non-persistent behavior does not depend on distance to aggregates (A-C) or where probability to non-persistent state does not depend on distance to aggregates (D-F). Shaded areas show standard deviations.
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As a control for the previous simulations, we performed simulations where we 223 removed all dependences such that agent behavior is randomly chosen from the whole Figure 5F ), which confirms our previous result [7] that 235 time dependence helps WT aggregation. However, removing time dependence for 236 mutant agents (while keeping it for WT agents), does not affect aggregation dynamics 237 for either pilC ( Figure 5D ) or csgA ( Figure 5E ). This shows that the behavior 238 dependence on time is not important for mutant cell aggregation. Figure 6C ). This result shows that longer "stops" inside aggregates is not the 249 main reason for successful aggregation.
250
To assess the effects of a higher probability of "stops" (i.e. non-persistent runs)
251
inside the aggregates, we performed simulations where the probability of transitioning 252 to a non-persistent state is independent of the agent's position, (i.e. sampled from the 253 same distribution inside and outside an aggregate). We discovered that removing this 254 dependence does not affect aggregation for pilC ( Figure 6D ) or csgA ( Figure 6E ) and 255 leads to only a ∼ 0.07 (∼ 15% ) drop in P (t f inal ) for WT ( Figure 6F ). It appears that 256 longer non-persistent state durations and a higher probability of transitioning to the where we showed that csgA and WT have larger bias ratios than pilC. However, given 270
8/20 the overall poor aggregation of pilC, the decrease associated with lack of bias is still 271 important and in relative terms is just slightly weaker than that of the other strains
272
(30% reduction of final P (t f inal ) for pilC vs 40% for csgA and 45% for WT). WT cells than in pilC cells. Even considering the poor aggregation of pilC, the relative 287 decrease in aggregation is still weaker for pilC (30% reduction of final P (t f inal ) for pilC 288 vs 55% for csgA and 55% for WT). This shows that csgA and WT cells have a stronger 289 traffic-jam effect than pilC, in agreement with Figure 4A and 4B. (Figure 8A ), but agents using WT probability of transitioning to the 304 non-persistent state with pilC data for other behaviors does not improve pilC 305 aggregation ( Figure 8B ). To further confirm that the decrease in aggregation is due to 306 the longer stop or higher stopping frequency rather than some other feature of the pilC 307 data, we performed simulations of WT cells where we only increased the non-persistent 308 duration or non-persistent probability to match the average data of pilC cells ( Figure 9 ). 309 As expected, the aggregation rate is slowed compared to normal WT aggregation. We 310 can conclude that frequent stops is one of the major impediments to pilC aggregation. 311 To learn how pilC persistent behaviors affect aggregation, we performed simulations 312 where agents use WT persistent duration data combined with other pilC cell data and 313 vice versa ( Figure 8C ). Agents using pilC persistent duration combined with other WT 314 data have reduced aggregation compared with WT ( P (t f inal ) drops ∼ 0.25). Agents 315 using WT persistent duration combined with other pilC data show improved 316 aggregation over pilC ( P (t f inal ) increases ∼ 0.02). This is not surprising since WT 317 cells have a much stronger persistent duration bias and stronger bias leads to more 318 complete aggregation. Finally, agents using pilC persistent speed combined with other 319 WT data have reduced aggregation compared with WT ( P (t f inal ) drops ∼ 0.2) 320 whereas WT persistent speed combined with other pilC data improves pilC aggregation 321 ( P (t f inal ) increases ∼ 0.02) ( Figure 8D ). This is because pilC cells have similar speeds 322 Figure 8 . Simulations swapping WT data and pilC cell data demonstrate which mutant cell behaviors are sufficiently different from wild-type to affect the aggregation rate (quantified as P (t), Eq. 1) on y-axis). Blue lines are simulation results of agents using pilC cell data. Red lines are simulation results of agents using WT cell data. Green lines are simulations of agents using pilC data with partial WT cell data. Black lines are simulations of agents using WT data with partial pilC cell data. (A): Green is agents using WT cell probability to non-persistent state and other pilC data. Black is agents using pilC probability to non-persistent state and other WT data. (B): Green is agents using WT cell non-persistent state duration and other pilC data. Black is agents using pilC cell non-persistent state duration and other WT data. (C): Green is agents using WT cell persistent state duration and other pilC data. Black is agents using pilC cell persistent state duration and other WT data. (D): Green is agents using WT cell persistent state speed and other pilC data. Black is agents using pilC cell persistent state speed and other WT data. Only mean values are plotted for clarity.
inside and outside aggregates whereas WT cells have slower speeds inside aggregates 323 and this slowdown improves aggregation. Overall our results show that weak 324 aggregation of pilC is due to slow speed, longer non-persistent durations, and a higher 325 probability of transitioning to the non-persistent state. 326 Figure 9 . Simulation of WT agents with longer non-persistent duration (red) or higher non-persistent probability (black) impede aggregation rate (Eq. 1) as compared to simulations with unperturbed behaviors(blue). Shaded areas show standard deviations. increase in aggregation compared with csgA aggregation ( P (t f inal ) increases ∼ 0.02). 351 
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These results show that the differences in non-persistent state switching and duration 352 between WT and csgA do not affect aggregation much. Figure 10 . Simulations swapping WT data and csgA cell data demonstrate which mutant cell behaviors are sufficiently different from wild-type to affect the aggregation rate (quantified as P (t), Eq. 1) on y-axis). Blue lines are simulation results of agents using csgA cell data. Red lines are simulation results of agents using WT cell data. Green lines are simulations of agents using csgA data with partial WT cell data. Black lines are simulations of agents using WT data with partial csgA cell data. (A): Green is agents using WT cell probability to non-persistent state and other csgA data. Black is agents using csgA probability to non-persistent state and other WT data. (B): Green is agents using WT cell non-persistent state duration and other csgA data. Black is agents using csgA cell non-persistent state duration and other WT data. (C): Green is agents using WT cell persistent state duration and other csgA data. Black is agents using csgA cell persistent state duration and other WT data. (D): Green is gents using WT cell persistent state speed and other csgA data. Black is agents using csgA cell persistent state speed and other WT data. Only mean values are plotted for clarity. In this work we developed a methodology to assess which aspects of individual cell 388 behavior are responsible for observed trends in collective self-organization. In particular, 389 we were interested in how aggregation is restored when csgA and pilC mutants were attributed to one or two specific changes. We extended the data-driven modeling 400 approach for hybrid populations of agents that correspond to wild-type and mutant 401 behaviors and use a swapped-dataset sampling approach (Table 1) to pinpoint cell 402 movement features that are responsible for full or partial rescue of the mutant strains. 403 As with our previous analysis of wild-type aggregation dynamics, we conclude that 404 three features of cell behavior contribute to efficient accumulation in aggregates. First, 405 the cells follow aligned paths that precede appearance of aggregates such that their In marked contrast, pilC aggregation is specifically impeded by the S-motility defect, 427 which involves lack of pilus production and lack of EPS production. S-motile cells use 428 the pilus to attach to EPS on adjacent cells, and retraction of a motor at the base of the 429 pilus pulls the cell forward. pilC cells have significantly decreased bias which our results 430 
353
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suggest is due to reduced speed, reduced run durations, and increased frequency of 431 transiting to the non-persistent state. As the WT cells would be expected to provide 432 normal levels of EPS and other required signals, pilC cells clearly lack the appropriate 433 response. This is a striking finding in view of the observation that S-motility is not 434 required for aggregation. Some S mutants, like pilA (which encodes the pilus structural 435 protein) and pilT (which encodes the pilus retraction motor), can aggregate using only 436 the A-motility system. The results point to a downstream effect, perhaps related to 437 perception of lipid chemoattractants, which has been noted in certain S mutants but not 438 examined specifically in pilC. The pilC mutant also has a diminished traffic jam effect. 439 Similar to WT and csgA, pilC mutants also have longer non-persistent durations inside 440 aggregates, yet pilC cells frequently leave aggregates. While they are overrepresented in 441 the aggregate location, they are about 4-fold less abundant than csgA or labeled WT 442 cells. Again, the as yet unknown signal(s) used to hold cells in aggregates should be in 443 sufficient concentration leading one to suspect that the problem is more specifically due 444 to pilC perception or response to the signal. (Difco)] plates containing 1 mM isopropyl β -D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and 100 473 µM vanillate as described in [7] . Strain LS3910 was constructed by electroporation [31] 474 of pLJS145 [7] into LS2442 [8] Transformants were selected using CYE 1.5% agar plates 475 containing 15 µg mL -1 oxytetracycline. pilC mutant LS3011 was constructed by
476
Magellan mutagenesis of DK1622 as described in [32] . Time-lapse image capture was performed as described in [7] . As in [7] , the beginning of 481 aggregation varied between replicates by up to 1 h. wavelengths between 50 and 100 µ m were summed for each frame. Aggregation start 487 was then detected as the point at which the summed magnitude in the movie frames 488 crossed 20% of the maximum value reached in that movie. Movies were then cropped to 489 align the detected beginning of aggregation and equalize their lengths as described in [7] . 490
Developmental assays
491
The developmental assays were performed by mixing the tdTomato fluorescent strains 492 LS4223, or LS3909 with the YFP fluorescent wild-type strain LS3630 in a 1:10,000 ratio. 
509
Viable spore data was obtained as noted previously [6] . Cell tracking, run vector extraction, and aggregate tracking were performed as described 513 in [7] , including the use of the same cell-state detection transition probabilities. Note 514 that the detection of aggregate is based on the light intensity of pixels. The threshold of 515 the aggregate light intensity is calculated using K-means clustering on the pixels in the 516 final frames of experiments. Areas with light intensity higher than the threshold are 517 considered as aggregates. 
519
The agent-based model used here is adapted from our previous work [7] . Given that 520 simulations with the experimental mutant-to-WT ratio will lead to an unfeasible , similar to sampling cell behaviors in 528 the biofilm using a small number of fluorescently labeled cells. Similar to our previous 529 model [7] , each agent's behaviors such as run speed, run duration and run angle are 530 drawn from the experiment data based on the time since the beginning of the 531 experiment, the angle between the cell orientation and the average bearing angle of 532 neighboring runs, and distance and angle to nearest aggregate. Note that unlike our 533 previous model [7] , here we did not use local cell density extracted from the time-lapse 534 microscopy to choose our agent behaviors since the light intensity in the experiment 535 varies too much for reliable density estimates outside the aggregates. We use the same 536 method as in [7] to select run behavior for agents.
537
Since in the experiments the ratio of WT to mutant cells is over 10,000:1, it's fair to 538 assume that WT cell behavior is not affected by the mutant cells. Therefore, in 539 simulation we usually chose the agent behavior based solely on the population 540 distribution of WT agents. Moreover, the density estimation in simulation uses only 541 WT agents so that mutant agents will not affect WT agent behavior. However, in 542 simulations where we swap some WT data with mutant data, e.g., in Figure 8 and 10, 543 we do this by replacing some mutant data with WT data or vice versa, and feed the 544 combined data to mutant agents. WT agents will always use WT data to provide 545 background information such as neighbor cell alignment and density profile etc.
546
For simulations where agents use both mutant data and WT data (Figure 8 and 10 ), 547 the simulation process is slightly different from the original [7] . In particular, 548 simulations where agents use WT data for non-persistent probability or non-persistent 549 state behavior and mutant data for other behaviors, agents will choose their behaviors 550 from WT data or mutant data accordingly using nearest-neighbor methods. Similar contains data of cells with distance to aggregate within 1 µm window and moving in the 562 same direction. Then we calculate the mean speed or duration of each branch of data. 563 We perform similar calculation for mutant data and use the means to scale the agent 564 behavior to match the WT data using the following equation:
Where B is the final scaled behavior (speed or duration) for the agent, dir is the 566 moving direction (moving towards or away from aggregate) of the agent and dis is the 567 distance to aggregate, B 1 is the selected behavior from mutant data, B mu the mean of 568 the mutant data calculated as above and Frequent stops slow-down aggregation ( Figure 8A ), but the final aggregation result is similar after a longer simulation time ( Figure 9) pilC mutants stay in nonpersistent state longer pilC agents use WT data for the duration and speed of the nonpersistent state and vice versa
Longer stops slow-down aggregation ( Figure 8B ), but the final aggregation result is similar after a longer simulation time ( Figure 9 )
Run duration for pilC mutants shows lesser dependence on cell density and smaller bias pilC agents use WT data for persistent duration and vice versa.
Smaller bias and difference between inside and outside aggregates for run durations impedes aggregation ( Figure 8C ).
pilC mutants do not show speed reduction inside the aggregates.
pilC agents scaled persistent speed to match WT data for and vice versa.
Lack of speed reduction inside the aggregates impedes aggregation ( Figure 8D ).
Stopping probabilities inside and outside aggregates is less pronounced for csgA mutants csgA agents use WT data for the probability of transitioning to the nonpersistent state for and vice versa
Density-dependence of stopping probability does not have major effect on aggregation ( Figure 10A ).
Stop durations inside and outside aggregates is less pronounced for csgA mutants csgA agents use WT data for the duration and speed of the nonpersistent state and vice versa Density-dependence of stopping slightly impedes aggregation ( Figure 10B ).
csgA mutants have a weaker bias but longer duration in persistent state compared with WT csgA agents use WT data for the duration of the persistent state Scaled the persistent duration of csgA agents to match mean values of WT While longer persistent duration helps csgA aggregation (Figure 11 ), the weaker bias has an opposite and stronger effect. Overall, compare with other behaviors, csgA persistent duration impedes aggregation more ( Figure 10C ).
csgA mutants have faster speed in persistent state csgA agents use WT data for the persistent speed and vice versa
Faster speed speeds up aggregation ( Figure 10D ).
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